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A BILL INTITULED

An Act to amend the Social Security Act 1964

BE IT ENACTED by the General Assembly of New Zealand
in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same,
as follows: 5

1. Short Title-This Act may be cited as the Social Security
Amendment Act 1973, and shall be read together with and
deemed part of the Social Security Act 1964* (hereinafter
referred to as the principal Act).

PART I

MONETARY BENEFITS

2. Interpretation- (1) Subsection (1) of section 3 of the
principal Act is hereby amended by inserting, before the
definition of the term "applicant", the following definition:

" 'Appeal Authority' or 'Authority' means the Social 15
Security Appeal Authority established under section
12* of this Act; and includes any Special Social
Security Appeal Authority established under section
120 of this Act:".

(2) The said subsection (1) is hereby further amended by 20
adding to the definition of the term "benefit" the words
66. and includes an additional amount payable under section
6A of this Act:".

(3) Subsection (1) of this section shall come into force on
a date to be fixed by the Governor-General by Order in 25
Council.

*1964, No. 136
Amendments: 1966, No. 85; 1967, No. 4; 1968, No. 44; 1969, No, 46;

1970, No. 9; 1970, No. 149; 1971, No. 8; 1971, No, 128; 1972, No. 133
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3. Delegation of powers of Commission-( 1) Section 10
of the principal Act is hereby amended by omitting from sub-
section (6) the words "appeal therefrom", and substituting
the words "apply for a review of the decision".

5 (2) The said section 10 is hereby further amended by
omitting from subsection (7) the words appealed from
as aforesaid", and substituting the words "in respect of which
an application for a review has been made under subsection
(6) of this section".

10 (3) This section shall come into force on a date to be fixed
by the Governor-General by Order in Council.

4. New sections inserted-( 1) The principal Act is hereby
further amended by inserting, after section 12, the following
heading and sections:

15 «Appeal Authority

"12A. Social Security Appeal Authority-(1) There is
hereby established an Authority to be known as the Social
Security Appeal Authority.

#(2) The Authority shall consist of 3 persons appointed
20 by the Governor-General on the recommendation of the

Minister given after consultation with the Minister of Justice.
"(3) One of the members shall be appointed as Chairman

of the Authority.

"12B. Term of office of members-(1) Except as other-
25 wise provided by this Act, every member of the Appeal

Authority shall hold office for a term of 3 years, and shall be
eligible for reappointment from time to time.

"(2) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Act,
every member of the Appeal Authority shall, unless he sooner

30 vacates his office under section 120 of this Act, continue in
office until his successor comes into office.

"120. Extraordinary vacancies-(1) Any member of the
Appeal Authority may at any time be removed from office
by the Governor-General for disability, bankruptcy, neglect

35 of duty, or misconduct, proved to the satisfaction of the
Governor-General, or may at any time resign his office by
written notice to the Minister.

"(2) When the office of any member becomes vacant by
death, resignation, or removal from office, the vacancy so

40 created shall be filled in the manner in which the appoint-
ment to the vacant office was originally made.

3
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"(3) Every person appointed to fill an extraordinary
vacancy shall hold office for the residue of the term for which
his predecessor would have held office if the vacancy had not
occurred.

"(4) The powers of the Appeal Authority shall not be 5
affected by any vacancy in its membership.

"120. Special Appeal Authorities-(1) In addition to the
Appeal Authority established by section 12A of this Act,
there may from time to time be established in accordance
with this section one or more Special Authorities each of 10
which shall be known as a Special Social Security Appeal
Authority.

'(2) Every Special Social Security Appeal Authority shall
consist of 3 persons appointed by the Governor-General on
the recommendation of the Minister given after consultation 15
with the Minister of Justice, and those members shall hold
office during the pleasure of the Governor-General.

"(3) One of the members shall be appointed as Chairman
of the Authority.

" (4) Any member of a Special Social Security Appeal 20
Authority may from time to time be reappointed, or may at
any time resign his office by written notice to the Minister.

"12]z. Deputies of members-(1) In the event of the in-
capacity of any member of the Appeal Authority by reason
of illness or absence or any other cause, the Governor-General 25
may, on the recommendation of the Minister given after con-
sultation with the Minister of Justice, appoint some other
person qualified for appointment to act in the place of the
Chairman or member, as the case may require. Every person
so appointed as deputy shall, while the incapacity continues, 30
be deemed for all purposes to be the Chairman or a member
of the Authority, as the case may be.

"(2) No appointment of a deputy, and no acts done by a
deputy acting as Chairman or by the Authority, while the
deputy is acting as such, shall in any proceedings be question- 35
ed on the ground that the occasion for his appointment had
not arisen or had ceased.

* 12 F. Remuneration and travelling allowances-(1) The
Appeal Authority is hereby declared to be a statutory Board
within the meaning of the Fees and Travelling Allowances 40
Act 1951.
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"(2) There shall be paid, out of money appropriated by
Parliament for the purpose, to the members of the Appeal
Authority remuneration by way of fees, salary, or allow-
ances, and travelling allowances and expenses in accordance

5 with the Fees and Travelling Allowances Act 1951, and the
provisions of that Act shall apply accordingly.

"126. Services for Appeal Authority-The Secretary for
Justice shall designate an officer of the Department of
Justice to be Secretary of the Appeal Authority, and

10 shall provide such secretarial, recording, and clerical services
as may be necessary to enable the Appeal Authority to dia-
charge its functions.

"12H. Authority to have seal-The Authority shall have
a seal, which shall be judicially noticed by all Courts for all

15 purposes.

"12I. Functions of Appeal Authority-( 1 ) The functions
of the Appeal Authority shall be to sit as a judicial authority
for the determination of appeals in accordance with section
12 I of this Act and section 16A of the War Pensions Act 1954.

20 "(2) In hearing and determining any appeal, the Appeal
Authority shall have all the powers, duties, functions, and
discretions that the Commision had in respect of the same
matter.

"12.I· Right of appeal-( 1) Subject to subsections (2) and
25 il) of this section, an appeal shall lie to the Appeal

Authority against any decision or determination of the
Commission under-

"(a) Part I of this Act:
"(b) Paragraph (d) of subsection (1) of, and subsection

30 (3) of, section 124, and sections 124* and 125 of
this Act:

"(c) The Family Benefits (Home Ownership) Act 1964.
"(2) The Appeal Authority shall not have the authority

to hear and determine any appeal on medical grounds
35 against any decision or determination of the Commission in

respect of an invalid's benefit or a miner's benefit.
"(3) If any person has the right to apply for a review

under subsection (6) of section 10 of this Act, no appeal
shall lie under this section until he has exercised that right

40 and the Commission has given its decision following the
review.

5
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"12K. Procedure on appeal-( 1) Every appeal shall be
by notice in writing, and shall be lodged with the Secretary
of the Appeal Authority within 3 months after the date on
which the decision of the Commission was notified to the

applicant or within such further time as the Appeal Authority 5
may allow fan) on application made either before or after
the expiration of those 3 months.

"(2) The notice of appeal shall state with particularity
the grounds of appeal and the relief sought.

" (3) Either before or immediately after the lodging of the 10
notice of appeal, a copy of it shall be left with or sent to the
Commission.

" (4) As soon as possible after the receipt of the copy of
the notice of appeal by the Commission, it shall send to
the Secretary of the Appeal Authority- 15

" (a) Any application, documents, written submissions,
statements, reports, and other papers lodged
with, received by, or prepared for, the Commis-
sion and relating to the decision or determination
appealed against; 20

" (b) A copy of any notes made by or by direction of the
Commission of the evidence given at the hearing
( if any) before the Commission;

"(c) Any exhibits in the custody of the Commission; (and)
"(d) A copy of the decision or determination appealed 25

against; and
New

"(e) A report setting out the considerations to which regard
was had in making the decision or determination.

Struck Out 30
1

" (5) The Commission may also, if it thinks fit, and shall
if the Authority so directs, lodge with the Secretary a report
setting out the considerations to which regard was had in
making the decision or determination.

" (6) Where any such report is so lodged, the Authority 35
may direct that a further report be lodged by the Commission.
1 1

New

' " (6) The Authority may direct that a further report be
lodged by the Commission, in addition to the report sent to
the Authority under paragraph (e) of subsection-) of this 40
section.

11
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"(7) A copy of every report lodged pursuant to (subsection
(5) OT subsection (6)) paragraph (e) of subsection (4),or
subsection (6), of this section shall be given or sent

forthwith to every party to the appeal, and any such party
5 shall be entitled to be heard and to tender evidence on any

rnatter referred to in the report.
" (8) As soon as conveniently may be after the receipt of

any appeal, the Appeal Authority shall, unless it considers that
the appeal can be properly determined without a hearing, fix

10 a time and place for the hearing of the appeal, and shall give
not less than 10 clear days' notice thereof to the appellant and
to the Commission.

" (9) At the hearing of any appeal the Commission may
be represented by counsel or by an officer of the Department

15 and any other party may appear and act personally or by
counsel or any duly authorised representative.

" ( 10) Proceedings before the Authority shall not be held
bad for want of form.

"( 11) Except as provided by this Act or by any
20 regulations for the time being in force under this Act, the

procedure of the Authority shall be such as the Authority
may determine.

" ( 12) Where notice of any decision or determination in
respect of which an appeal lies to the Authority has been

25 given by post addressed to the appellant at his last known or
usual address, then, for the purposes of subsection (1) of this
section, the appellant shall be deemed to have been notified
of the decision or determination at the time when the letter

would have been delivered in the ordinary course of post.

30 "12L. Expenses payable to appellants-If the Appeal
Authority requests an appellant to appear before it and the
appellant does so, the Commission shall, out of money appro-
priated by Parliament for the purpose, pay the actual and
reasonable travelling and accommodation expenses (if any)

35 incurred by the appellant.

"12M. Hearing and determination of appeal-(1) Subject
to subsection (8) of section 12K of this Act, every
appeal against a decision of the Cdmmission shall be by
way of rehearing; but where any question of fact is involved

40 in any appeal, the evidence taken before or received by the
Commission bearing on the subject shall, subject to any
special order, be brought before the Authority as follows:

7
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"(a) As to any evidence given orally, by the production
of a copy of the notes of the Commission or of such
other material as the Authority thinks expedient:

" (b) As to any evidence taken by affidavit and as to any
exhibits, by the production of the affidavits and 5
such of the exhibits as may have been forwarded
to the Authority by the Commission, and by the
production by the parties to the appeal of such
exhibits as are in their custody.

"(2) Notwithstanding anything in subsection (1) of this 10
section, on any appeal against a decision or determination of
the Commission, the Authority may rehear the whole or any
part of the evidence, and shall rehear the evidence of any
witness if the Authority has reason to believe that any note of
the evidence of that witness made by the Commission is or 15
may be incomplete in any material particular.

" (3) The Authority shall have full discretionary power to
hear and receive evidence or further evidence on questions
of fact, either by oral evidence or by affidavit.

"(4) The Authority shall also have regard to any report 20
lodged by the Commission under section 12K of this Act and
to any matters referred to therein and to any evidence
tendered thereon, whether or not such matters would be
otherwise admissible in evidence.

" (5) In the exercise of its powers under this section the 25
Authority may receive as evidence any statement, document,
information, or matter which in the opinion of the Authority
may assist it to deal with the matters before it, whether or
not the same would be admissible in a Court of Law.

"(6) The Authority shall, within the scope of its juris- 30
diction, be deemed to be a Commission of Inquiry under the
Commissions of Inquiry Act 1908, and subject to the
provisions of this Act, all the provisions of that Act, except
sections 2, 10, 11, and 12, shall apply accordingly.

"(7) Subject to subsection (2) of section 12I of this Act, 35
in the determination of any appeal the Authority may con-
firm, modify, or reverse the decision or determination
appealed against.

"(8) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (7) of
this section, the Authority may refer to the Commission for 40
further consideration, the whole or any part of the matter
to which an appeal relates, and where any matter is so
referred the Authority shall advise the Commission of its
reasons for so doing and shall give such directions as it thinks
just as to the rehearing or reconsideration or otherwise of the 45
whole or any part of the matter that is so referred.
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"12N. Sittings of Appeal Authority-( 1 ) The presence of
the Chairman and 1 other member shall be necessary to
constitute a sitting of the Authority.

"(2) The decision of a majority of the members present
5 at a sitting of the Authority shall be the decision of the

Authority. If the said members are equally divided in
opinion, the decision of the Chairman shall be the decision of
the Authority.

"(3) Every sitting of the Authority shall be held in private
10 and in such place as it considers convenient having regard

to the nature of the matters to be decided:

"Provided that the Authority may, in any case if it
considers that the interests of the parties to the appeal and
of all other persons concerned will not be adversely affected,

15 order that the sitting or any part of it shall be held in public.
" (4) It shall not be lawful to publish any part of the

proceedings before the Appeal Authority unless in any case
the Authority orders otherwise.

*'(5) Every person who acts in contravention of subsection
20 (4) of this section commits an offence and shall be liable on

summary conviction to a fine not exceeding $100.

"120. Costs-( 1) Where an appeal is allowed in whole
or in part, or the whole or any part of the matter is referred
back to the Commission, the Authority may allow the

25 appellant the costs of bringing the appeal or any part
thereof.

"(2) Where any appeal is not allowed, no award of costs
shall be made against the appellant unless in the opinion of
the Authority the appeal was frivolous or vexatious or one

30 that ought not to have been brought.
"(3) The amount of costs awarded shall be stated in the

order.

®«(4) Where under this section an award of costs is made
and any sum remains unpaid, the person in whose favour the

35 award or order was made may obtain from the Secretary of
the Authority a certificate under seal of the sum awarded.
When any such certificate is filed in a Magistrate's Court it
may be enforced as to the amount specified therein that is
still ewing as if it were a judgment of that Court.

40 "12p. Notice of decision-On the determination of any
appeal, the Secretary shall send to the Commission and to
the appellant a memorandum of the Authority's decision and

2

9
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the reasons for the decision, and the Commission shall forth-
with take all necessary steps to carry into effect the decision
of the Authority.

"12Q. Appeals to Supreme Court on questions of law only-
( 1) Where any party to any proceedings before the Authority 5
is dissatisfied with any determination of the Authority as
being erroneous in point of law, he may appeal to the
Supreme Court by way of case stated for the opinion of the
Court on a question of law only.

"(2) Every such appeal shall be heard and determined by 10
the Administrative Division of the Supreme Court.
« (3) Within 14 days after the date of the determination

the appellant shall lodge a notice of appeal with the
Secretary of the Authority. The appellant shall forthwith
deliver or post a copy of the notice to every other party to 15
the proceedings.

" (4) Within 14 days after the lodging of the notice of
appeal, or within such further time as the Chairman of the
Authority may in his discretion allow, the appellant shall state
in writing and lodge with the Secretary of the Authority a case 20
setting out the facts and the grounds of the determination
and specifying the question of law on which the appeal is
made. The appellant shall forthwith deliver or post a copy
of the case to every other party to the proceedings.

"(5) As soon as practicable after the lodging of the case, 25
the Secretary of the Authority shall submit it to the Chair-
man of the Authority.

"(6) The Chairman shall, as soon as practicable, and
after hearing the parties if he considers it necessary to do so,
settle the case, sign it, send it to the Registrar of the Supreme 30
Court at Wellington, and make a copy available to each
party.

"(7) The settling and signing of the case by the Chairman
shall be deemed to be the statement of the case by the
Authority. 35

"(8) If within 14 days after the lodging of the notice of
appeal, or within such further time as may be allowed, the
appellant does not lodge a case pursuant to subsection (4)
of this section, the Chairman of the Authority may certify
that the appeal has not been prosecuted. 40

"(9) The Court or a Judge thereof may in its or his
discretion, on the application of the appellant or intending
appellant extend any time prescribed or allowed under this
section for the lodging of a notice of appeal or the stating
of any case. 45
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" ( 10) Subject to the provisions of this section, the case
shall be dealt with in accordance with rules of Court.

"12R. Appeals to Court of Appeal-The provisions of
section 144 of the Summary Proceedings Act 1957 shall

5 apply in respect of any determination of the Supreme Court
under section 122 of this Act as if the determination were
made under section 107 of the Summary Proceedings Act
1957."

New
it

(1A) Section 15 of the Legal Aid Act 1969 is hereby
10 amended by inserting in subsection (1), after paragraph (c),

the following paragraph:
" (ca) All proceedings before the Social Security Appeal

Authority: ".
4

to be
il

( 2) This section shall come into force on a date
15 fixed by the Governor-General by Order in Council.

5. Repealing certain provisions-(1) The principal Act is
hereby further amended by repealing sections 22 and 23,
subsections (2) and (3) of section 24, and sections 25 and 26.

( 2) The Domestic Proceedings Act 1968 is hereby conse-
20 quentially amended by repealing so much of the First

Schedule as relates to section 25 of the principal Act.

6. Domestic purposes benefits-(1) The principal Act is
hereby further amended by inserting, after section 27, the
following heading and sections:

25 «Domestic Purposes Beneftts
"27A. Interpretation-(1) In sections 27B to 27H of this

Act--

Children' does not include-

"(a) A child born in New Zealand when neither
30 of his parents was ordinarily resident in New

Zealand at the time:

" (b) A child born out of New Zealand unless
at least 1 of the following conditions is satisfied:

"(i) The mother gave birth to the child while
35 only temporarily absent from New

Zealand; or
'Xii) Both of his parents were ordinarily resident

in. New Zealand for the 3 years
immediately preceding the qualifying

40 date; or

11
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" (iii) One of his parents, being ordinarily
resident in New Zealand at the

qualifying date, has resided continu-
ously in New Zealand for not less than
5 years: 5

Husband' includes a man with whom a woman

has entered into a relationship in the nature of
marriage although not legally married to him; and
'wife' has a corresponding meaning.

"(2) In subsection (1) of this section, the term 'qualify- 10
ing date' means the date on which the applicant-

"(a) Became qualified as an applicant under subsection
(1) ofsection 278 ofthis Actior

" ( b) Ceased to be responsible for the full-time care and
attention of an incapacitated relative- 15

as the case may require.
"(3) For the purposes of sections 27B to 270 of, and the

Fourteenth Schedule to, this Act-
"(a) The term 'dependent child' means a child in respect of

whom a family benefit is for the time being pay- 20
able under section 32 of this Act:

" (b) The Commission may, in its discretion, regard any
child as being a child of an applicant and the appli-
cant as being the mother or father of that child, if
that child is being maintained by the applicant and 25
was at any time maintained by the husband or wife
of the applicant.

"27. Domestic purposes benefits for solo parents-(1) In
this section the term 'applicant' means-

"(a) A woman who is the mother of 1 or more dependent 30
children and who is living apart from, and has
lost the support of or is being inadequately main-
tained by, her husband:

" (b) An unmarried woman who is the mother of 1 or
more dependent children: 35

" (c) A woman whose marriage has been dissolved by
divorce and who is the mother of 1 or more

dependent children:
"(d) A woman who is the mother of 1 or more dependent

children and whose husband is and has been 40
continuously in a hospital within the meaning of
the Mental Health Act 1969 as a patient for a
period not less than 6 months immediately pre-
ceding the making of the application for a benefit:
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"(e) A woman who is the mother of 1 or more dependent
children and who has lost the regular support
of her husband as a result of his imprisonment:

" (f) A man who is the father of 1 or more dependent
5 children and who has lost his wife by death,

divorce, or some other cause.
"(2) Subject to the provisions of this Part of this Act,

an applicant shall be entitled to receive a domestic purposes
benefit if the Commission is satisfied that-

10 "(a) The applicant has attained the age of 16 years ; and
" (b) The applicant is caring for a dependent child or

children.

" (3) If a man qualifies as an applicant under paragraph
(f) of subsection (1) of this section owing to the fact that

15 his wife has been admitted to a hospital within the meaning
of the Mental Health Act 1969, a grant of a domestic purposes
benefit under this section shall not be made from a date

earlier than 6 months after the date of her admission to

such a hospital.
20 " (4) If a person qualifies as an applicant under paragraph

(a), paragraph (b), paragraph (c), or paragraph (f) of
subsection (1) of this section, the Commission may, in its
discretion, refuse to grant a benefit under this section until
such time as the applicant has obtained a maintenance

25 order for the applicant and the applicant's child or children
(other than an interim maintenance order) or has entered
into a registered maintenance agreement which, in the
opinion of the Commission, makes reasonable provision for
the maintenance of the applicant and the applicant's child

30 or children.

"(5) In determining, for the purposes of this section,
whether any person has been continuously in a hospital within
the meaning of the Mental Health Act 1969 the Commission
may disregard any period or part of any period during which

35 that person is or has been on leave or absent frorn the
hospital.
«(6) If a domestic purposes benefit granted under this

section, or a benefit granted under the corresponding pro-
visions of any former enactment, to a person whose husband

40 or wife was in a hospital within the meaning of the Mental
Health Act 1969 as a patient, is cancelled for any reason
whatsoever, then, if application is subsequently made by the
beneficiary within 12 months after the cancellation, the 6
months' qualification period specified in paragraph (d) of

45 subsection (1 ), or in subsection (3), of this section shall'not
be required.

13
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"27(:. Domestic purposes benefits for women alone-(1) In
this section-

66 6

Marriage' includes a relationship in the nature of
marriage although the 2 parties to the relationship
are not legally married: 5

46 6

Relative' means a parent, stepparent, child or stepchild
over the age of 15 years, grandparent, great grand-
parent, sister, stepsister, brother, stepbrother, aunt,
uncle, nephew, niece, or first cousin, whether affini-
tive or consanguineous: 10

Woman alone' means a woman who has never been

married or who has lost the support of her husband.
"(2) The Minister may from time to time, by notice in

the Gazette, amend the definition of the term 'relative' in
subsection (1) of this section by- 15

"(a) Inserting any other class of relative:
"(b) Omitting any class of relative-

and every such notice shall have effect according to its
tenor.

" (3) Subject to the provisions of this Part of this Act, a 20
woman alone with no dependent children shall be entitled to
receive a domestic purposes benefit if-

" (a) She satisfies 1 of the following conditions:
" (i) That she has had the care and control of

1 or more dependent children for not less than 15 25
years; or

"(ii) That the aggregate of the periods of the
duration of her marriage or marriages and any
subsequent period during which she had the care
and control of at least 1 of her dependent children 30
was not less than 15 years; or

" (iii) That she has had the responsibility for the
full time care and attention of an incapacitated
relative for not less than 15 years; or

'Hiv) That the duration of the periods during 35
which she had the responsibility for the full time
care and attention of an incapacitated relative was
not less than 15 years; or

" (v) That she was married for not less than 5
years and lost the support of her husband after she 40

had attained the age of 50 years; or
"(vi) That she had the responsibility for the full

time care and attention of an incapacitated relative
for not less than 5 years and ceased to have respon-
sibility for the said relative after she had attained 45
the age of 50 years; or
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" (b) She satisfies all of the following conditions:
"(i) That she is not less than 50 years of age;
" (ii) That she lost the support of her husband,

or ceased to have responsibility for the full time
5 care and attention of an incapacitated relative,

after she had attained the age of 40 years;
"(iii) That the duration of her marriage or, if

she was married more than once, the aggregate
of the periods of the duration of her marilages,

10 or the duration of the period or periods during
which she had the responsibility for the full time
care and attention of an incapacitated relative,
was not less than 10 years; and

" (iv) That not less than 15 years has elapsed
15 since the date of her marriage or, if she was

married more than once, since the date of her
first marriage, or since the date she commenced
to have responsibility for the full time care and
attention of an incapacitated relative.

20 "27D. Residential qualifications for domestic purposes
benefits for women alone- (1) In any case to which section
27c of this Act applies, the applicant shall not be entitled to
a domestic purposes benefit unless-

"(a) Both the applicant and her husband were ordinarily
25 resident in New Zealand for not less than 3 years

immediately preceding the qualifying date; or
" (b) The applicant, or her husband, being ordinarily

resident in New Zealand at the qualifying date,
has resided continuously in New Zealand for not

30 less than 5 years.
"(2) In subsection (1) of this section the term 'qualify-

ing date' means the date on which-
"(a) The applicant lost the support of her husband; or
" (b) The last child of the applicant ceased to be

35 dependent; or
"(c) The applicant ceased to be responsible for the full

time care and attention of an incapacitated
relative; or

"(d) In the case of an unmarried mother, the applicant
40 gave birth to her child-

as the case may require.
«27 E. Continuation of benefit when benefit ceases to be

payable in respect of children-(1) If a domestic purposes
benefit has been computed by reference to any child

15
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or children, the benefit shall cease to be payable at
the end of the pay period in which, by reason of death or
otherwise, there ceases to be any child in respect of whom
the benefit is payable.

"(2) Any domestic purposes beneficiary whose benefit has 5
been terminated in accordance with subsection (1) of this
section shall thereupon be entitled, if able to satisfy the
provisions of section 27c of this Act, to receive a domestic
purposes benefit computed as for an applicant without a
dependent child. 10

"27 F. Special provisions as to maintenance-( 1 ) In this
section, unless the context otherwise requires,-

" 'Benefit' means a benefit granted under section 2713
or section 27c or section 61 of this Act; and includes
a 6enefit continued in accordance with subsection 15

( 2 ) of section 6 0 f the Social Security Amendment
Act 1973:

Beneficiary' means an applicant for such a benefit
or a person to whom such a benefit has been
granted: 20

Maintenance' has the same meaning as in the Dom-
estic Proceedings Act 1968; and includes any main-
tenance under Part VI or Part VII of the

Matrimonial Proceedings Act 1963; and also
includes any periodical or lump sum payments of 25
sums of money for the maintenance of the bene-
ficiary or any child or children of the beneficiary,
whether or not such periodical or lump sum pay-
ments are required pursuant to a maintenance order:

Maintenance order' has the same meaning as in the 30
Domestic Proceedings Act 1968; and includes any
order under Part VI or Part VII of the Matrimonial

Proceedings Act 1963 which has been registered
in the Magistrate's Court under section 87 of the
Domestic Proceedings Act 1968. 35

" (2) If at any time after the date of the commencement
Df and before the date of the termination of a benefit any
amount is received by the beneficiary from her husband,
or her former husband, or the father of her child, whether
under a maintenance order or otherwise, in respect of the 40
maintenance of the beneficiary or of any child or children
of the beneficiary, the Commission may, in its discretion,
determine that the whole or any part of the amount so
received shall be regarded as an instalment of the benefit
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in excess of the amount to which the beneficiary is by law
entitled, and in any such case the provisions of subsection (1)
of section 86 of this Act shall apply accordingly.

"(3) So long as any benefit is payable to a beneficiary and
5 for so long thereafter as any relevant Court proceedings

remain pending, any officer of the Department, without
special appointment, may, as if he were that beneficiary,
institute or appear personally or by agent in any proceedings
under the Domestic Proceedings Act 1968 or the Matrimonial

10 Proceedings Act 1963 for or relating to the maintenance of
that beneficiary or of any child of that beneficiary.

" (4) If any money is payable under a maintenance order
in respect of the maintenance of any beneficiary or of any
child or children of a beneficiary, the Commission shall

15 give notice to the person to whom payment of the order
is for the time being payable of the granting of the benefit
to the beneficiary, and in any such case all money (including
arrears) received under the order by that person, or any
other person to whom the money under the order is for

20 the time being payable, after the receipt of the notice shall,
without further authority than this section, be paid into
the Consolidated Revenue Account. The Commission shall

also give notice of the granting of the benefit to the
Registrar of the Court which made or registered the main-

25 tenance order, and the Registrar shall, on request, supply the
Commission with a copy of the order.

"(5) On the termination of any benefit in respect of
which a notice has been so given, the Commission shall
give notice of the termination to every person to whom

30 notice has been given under subsection (4) of this section,
and in any such case any money received under the order
after the date of the receipt of the notice of termination
shall not be paid into the Consolidated Revenue Account:

"Provided that any such money payable in respect of any
35 period ending on or before that date shall be paid into the

Consolidated Revenue Account unless the Commission in any
case otherwise directs.

"(6) If any money received or payable under any main-
tenance order is so payable into the Consolidated Revenue

40 Account, the Commission shall, for the purposes of the
Domestic Proceedings Act 1968 or any other enactment, be
deemed to be the person to whom and for whose benefit
the money is payable pursuant to the order, and may take
any proceedings accordingly.

3
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"(7) If any money payable under a maintenance order
is payable into the Consolidated Revenue Account pursuant
to this section, either the beneficiary or the Commission,
acting for and on behalf of the beneficiary, may-

"(a) Institute and prosecute proceedings under Part X 5
of the Domestic Proceedings Act 1968 for the
enforcenlent of the order:

" (b) So long as a benefit continues to be payable to
the beneficiary, institute and prosecute proceed-
ings under section 85 of the Domestic Proceedings 10
Act 1968 for an order cancelling, varying, or
suspending the maintenance order.

«(8) While any money payable under a maintenance
order is payable into the Consolidated Revenue Account,
the Commission shall be served with a copy of any pro- 15
ceedings instituted by any person under the Domestic
Proceedings Act 1968 or the Matrimonial Proceedings Act 1963
in relation to the order, and the Commission or any officer of
the Department, without special appointment, shall be
entitled to appear and be heard in any such proceedings. 20

"(9) All money paid into the Consolidated Revenue
Account under this section by or on behalf of the husband
or former husband of any beneficiary, or by or on behalf
of the father of the beneficiary's child in respect of whom the
order was made, shall from time to time, without further 25
appropriation than this section, be applied as follows:

"(a) In payment of the legal and other expenses incidental
to the recovery of the money incurred by the
Crown;

" (b) In reimbursing the Consolidated Revenue Account 30
for the amount of every benefit or instalment of
a benefit paid to the beneficiary; and

" (c) In payment of the balance to the beneficiary.
"(10) Nothing in this section shall so operate as to take

away or restrict any liability imposed by the Domestic 35
Proceedings Act 1968 or the Matrimonial Proceedings Act
1963 on any person for the maintenance of any other person,
or to affect the power of a Magistrate or Judge to make
any maintenance order under those Acts.

"270. Domestic purposes benefits for care at home of 40
the sick or infirm- (1) In this section, 'patient' means any
sick or infirm person receiving the full time care and attention
of an applicant for a domestic purposes benefit.
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"(2) Subject to the provisions of this Part of this Act,
an applicant who has attained the age of 16 years shall be
entitled to receive a domestic purposes benefit under this
section if the Commission is satisfied that the applicant is

5 required to give full time care and attention at home to a
person (other than the applicant's husband or wife) who
would otherwise have to be admitted to hospital within the
rneaning of section 88 of this Act.

"(3) Every application for a domestic purposes benefit
10 under this section shall be supported by the certificate of

a medical practitioner certifying that the patient requires
the full time care and attention of the applicant and that
but for that care and attention the patient would have to be
admitted to such a hospital; and the Commission may, in its

15 discretion, require that the patient be examined by a medical
practitioner to be nominated by the Commission for the
purpose, who shall determine whether the patient would, but
for the full time care and attention of the applicant, have to
be admitted to such a hospital.

20 "(4) Any benefit granted under this section may, in the
discretion of the Commission, be continued for any period not
exceeding 4 weeks notwithstandmg that the patient was not
during that period in the full time care of the beneficiary.

"(5) On the death or admission to hospital of the patient,
25 the Commission may, in its discretion, continue a domestic

purposes benefit granted under this section to such date as it
thinks fit, being a date not later than the end of the pay
period next after the pay period in which the patient died
or was admitted to hospital.

30 "27H. Rates of domestic purposes benefits»-(1) Subject
to the provisions of this Part of this Act, the rate of domestic
purposes benefit payable to any beneficiary under section 27B
or section 27c of this Act shall be the appropriate rate
specified in the Sixteenth Schedule to this Act, and the

35 rate of domestic purposes benefit payable to any beneficiary
under section 276 of this Act shall be the rate specified
in the Seventeenth Schedule to this Act.

"(2) In determining the rate of domestic purposes benefit
payable to any applicant to whom paragraph (d), paragraph

40 (e), or paragraph (f) of subsection (1) of section 278 of this
Act applies, such income of the husband or wife of the appli-
cant ( including any pension or allowance under the War
Pensions Act 1954) as the Commission considers reasonable

19
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in the circumstances, having regard to the nature of the in-
come and the means by which it was derived, shall be taken
into account as if it were income derived by the applicant."

( 2) Notwithstanding anything in this section, if any person
was, immediately before the commencement of this section, 5
in receipt of a benefit under section 22 or section 23 or
section 61 of the principal Act, the Commission may in its
discretion continue to pay the benefit as if this section and
section 5 of this Act had not been enacted.

7. Advance payments of family benefit- (1) Section 36 10
of the principal Act is hereby amended by repealing sub-
section (3) (as added by section 2 (2) of the Social Security
Amendment Act (No. 2) 1970), and substituting the follow-
ing subsection:

"(3) A lump sum payment under paragraph (b) of sub- 15
section (1) of this section may be made more than once
in respect of the same child, but the aggregate of such
payments shall not exceed the equivalent of 52 weeks' family
benefit payable in respect of the child."

(2) Section 2 of the Social Security Amendment Act 20
(No. 2) 1970 is hereby consequentially amended by repealing
subsection (2).

8. Additional benefit for dependent children-Section 61A
of the principal Act ( as substituted by section 19 of the
Social Security Amendment Act 1972) is hereby amended- 25

(a) By inserting in paragraph (a), after the word
"widow's,",the words "domestic purposes,":

(b) By inserting, before the words "the appropriate", the
words "an additional amount at such rate as the

Commission determines, being not more than". 30

9. New sections substituted-( 1) The principal Act is
herebyfurther amended by repealing section 618 (as inserted
by section 4 (1) of the Social Security Amendment Act 1968),
and substituting the following sections:

"618. Special provisions in respect of additional benefit for 35
dependent children-(1) In this section the term 'beneficiary'
means an applicant for a benefit who has a dependent child
or children or a person to whom a benefit (which includes an
additional amount for a dependent child or children) has
been granted. 40

"(2) The Commission may decline to grant or may dis-
continue payment of the additional amount for a dependent
child or children until such time as the beneficiary takes
proceedings for a maintenance order in respect of any child
or children of the beneficiary. 45
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" (3) The provisions of section 27F of this Act shall, with
the necessary modifications, apply to every beneficiary as if
the additional amount for a dependent child or children were
a benefit granted under section 27B of this Act.

5 "61(1. Special provisions in respect of inadequate main-
tenance- (1) Notwithstanding anything in the Domestic
Proceedings Act 1968, if-

"(a) Any person is required to make periodical payments
of sums of money towards the maintenance of any

10 beneficiary or any child or children in the care
of the beneficiary in accordance with a mainten-
ance agreement that is for the time being registered
under section 55 of that Act; or

"(b) The sums of money payable towards the mainten-
15 ance of any beneficiary or any child or children

in the care of the beneficiary in accordance with a
maintenance order made under that Act have been

consented to or agreed to by both the beneficiary
and the person liable to pay the money-

20 and the amount of the sums of money so payable is, in the
opinion of the Commission, inadequate for the maintenance
of the beneficiary or any child or children in the care of
the beneficiary, the Commission may apply to the Magis-
trate's Court in which the agreement was registered or

25 which made the order, as the case may be, for a variation
of the agreement or order; and, notwithstanding anything
in section 85 of that Act, the Court may, after having regard
to such of the provisions of that Act relating to the making
of maintenance orders as it considers relevant, vary the

30 agreernent or order.
" (2) Jurisdiction in respect of any proceedings under

subsection (1) of this section shall be exercised by a Magis-
trate's Court presided over by a Magistrate appointed under
section 7 of the Domestic Proceedings Act 1968 to exercise

35 the domestic jurisdiction of the Court."
(2) The following enactments are hereby consequentially

repealed:
(a) Section 4 of the Social Security Amendment Act 1968:
(b) Section 2 of the Social Security Amendment Act 1970:

40 (c) Section 20 of the Social Security Amendment Act 1972.

10. Exemption of income from friendly or like society-
Section 66 of the principal Act is hereby amended by
inserting in subsection (1), after the words "widow's
benefit,", the words "a domestic purposes benefit,".
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11. Telephone-rental concessions-(1) The principal Act is
hereby further amended by inserting, after section 69, the
following section:

"69A. (1) Subject to the provisions of subsections (2) and
( 3) of this section, the Commission may, in its discretion, 5
grant a concession ( in this section referred to as a telephone-
rental concession) to or on account of any person who is in
receipt of-

"(a) An age, invalid's, widow's, or related emergency
benefit payable under section 61 of this Act; or 10

"(b) A miner's benefit or a miner's widow's benefit, if the
income of the beneficiary or the income of the wife
or husband of the beneficiary, as the case may be,
is such that it would not prevent the payment of
an invalid's benefit under this Part of this Act; or 15

" (c) A domestic purposes benefit, sickness benefit, or
emergency benefit payable under section 61 of this
Act (other than an emergency benefit referred to
in paragraph (a) of this subsection), if the benefit
is, in the opinion of the Commission, likely to 20
continue for a period of more than 26 weeks; or

" (d) A war pension or allowance granted under the War
Pensions Act 1954 which, jn the opinion of the
Commission, is analogous to any 1 of the benefits
referred to in paragraph (a) or paragraph (c) of 25
this subsection; or

"(e) A war veteran's allowance gratuity granted under the
War Pensions Act 1954, or a war service pension
continued by instalments under section 66J Or
section 66K of that Act. 30

"(2) The amount of the telephone-rental concession grant-
ed to any person under this section shall be equal to one half
of the amount of the rental l:vied from time to time by the
Post Office in respect of a telephone leased by that person.

"(3) No telephone-rental concession shall be granted to or 35
on account of any person under this section in respect of
more than 1 telephone lease."

( 2) This section shall come into force, in respect of each
person entitled to receive a telephone-rental concession, on
the commencement of the first rental period, within the 40
meaning of the Telephone Regulations 1968, after the 30th
day of September 1973 applicable to the person's telephone
lease.
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12. Limitation of benefits-Section 74 of the principal
Act is hereby amended by adding the following paragraph:

"(e) That the applicant has iailed to take reasonable
steps to obtain any maintenance to which she

5 may be entitled in respect of herself or her
children under the Domestic Proceedings Act 1968
or any other Act."

13. Termination of benefit on death of beneficiary-Section
85 of the principal Act is hereby amended by inserting in sub-

10 section (2) (as substituted by section 27 (1) of the Social
Security Amendment Act 1972), after the word "widow's,",
the word "domestic purposes,".

14. Recovery of payments made in excess of authorised
rates-Section 86 of the principal Act is hereby amended by

15 inserting, after subsection (9), the following subsection:
"(9A) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this

section, the Commission may, in its discretion, authorise the
provisional writing-off of a debt which arose as a result of
an error not intentionally contributed to by the debtor

20 if the Commission is satisfied that the person receiving
the amount so paid in error did so in good faith and has so
altered his position in reliance on the validity of the payment
that it would be inequitable in all the circumstances, including
his financial circumstances, to require repayment."

25 15. New Schedules added-The principal Act is hereby
further amended by adding the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Schedules set out in the First Schedule to this Act.

16. Increasing allowable income on and after 14 February
1973- (1) In respect of the period commencing on

30 the 14th day of February 1973 and ending with
the 5th day of June 1973, the principal Act shall have
effect as if the Second, Third, Sixth, and Eighth Schedules
thereto (as substituted by section 29 (1) of the Social
Security Amendment Act 1972) had been amended in the

35 manner indicated in the Second Schedule to this Act.
( 2) This section and the Second Schedule to this Act

shall be deemed to have come into force on the 14th day
of February 1973.

17. Increasing rates of benefits in respect of period 6 June
40 1973 to 31 July 1973-( 1) In respect of the period com-

mencing on the 6th day of June 1973 and ending with the
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3lst day of July 1973, the principal Act shall have effect
as if the First to Fourth, Sixth to Ninth, and Fourteenth
Schedules thereto (as substituted by section 29 (1) of the
Social Security Amendment Act 1972) had been amended
in the manner indicated in the Third Schedule to this Act. 5

( 2) This section and the Third Schedule to this Act shall
be deemed to have come into force on the 6th day of June
1973.

18. Increasing rates of benefits on and after 1 August
1973-(1) The principal Act is hereby further amended by 10
repealing the First to Tenth, Twelfth, Fourteenth, and
Fifteenth Schedules (as substituted by section 29 (1)of
the Social Security Amendment Act 1972), and substituting
the First to Tenth, Twelfth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth
Schedules set out in the Fourth Schedule to this Act. 15

( 2) Sections 28 and 29 of, and the First and Second
Schedules to, the Social Security Amendment Act 1972 are
hereby repealed.

( 3) This section and the Fourth Schedule to this Act
shall be deemed to have come into force on the 1st day 20
of August 1973.

19. Authority to increase rates of benefits-(1) Notwith-
standing anything to the contrary in the principal Act, the
Commission may, in accordance with any general or
special instructions given by the Minister, in respect 25
of the period commencing on the 1st day of December 1972
and ending with the 3 lst day of December 1972, increase the
rate of any benefit under the principal Act by an amount not
exceeding the rate of that benefit payable in respect of any
1 week in that period. 30

( 2) This section shall be deemed to have come into force
on the lst day of December 1972.

PART II

MEDICAL AND HosPITAL BENEFITS AND OTHER RELATED
BENEFITS 35

20. Interpretation-( 1) Subsection (1) of section 88 of the
principal Act is hereby amended-

(a) By inserting, before the definition of the term "Depart-
ment", the following definition:

Dentist' means a dentist registered under the 40
Dental Act 1963:":
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(b) By repealing the definition of the term "Drug Tariff":
( c) By repealing the definition of the term "pharmaceu-

tical benefits", and substituting the following
definition:

5 Pharmaceutical benefits' means the right of a
person entitled to claim such benefits to be
supplied, subject to any terms or conditions
fixed under section 99 of this Act or by any
regulations for the time being in force under

10 this Act, by a person approved by the Minis-
ter under section 100 of this Act, with
pharmaceutical requirements to which any
general or special direction made under
the said section 99 applies and which are

15 ordered for that person or for any member
of his family by a medical practitioner or
dentist acting in the course of his practice:":

(d) By repealing the definition of the term "specialist" (as
inserted by section 9 (2) of the Social Security

20 Amendment Act 1969), and substituting the follow-
ing definition:

Specialist' means-
"(a) For the purposes of section 97 of this

Act, a medical practitioner whose name
25 appears in the register of medical practition-

ers possessing specialist status in accordance
with section 39 of the Medical Practitioners
Act 1968:

" (b) For the purposes of section 113 of
30 this Act, a medical practitioner whose name

appears in the register of medical practi-
tioners possessing specialist status in accord-
ance with section 39 of the Medical Prac-

titioners Act 1968, in respect of a specialty
35 that is material to the provision of mater-

nity benefits:
" (c) For the purposes of section 97 or

section 113 of this Act, as the case may
require, a medical practitioner who, imme-

40 diately before the commencement of Part
II of the Social Security Amendment Act
1973, was recognised by the Minister as
a specialist for the purposes of whichever of
those sections is applicable:".

4
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( 2) The following enactments are hereby consequentially
repealed:

( a ) Subsection (4) of section 7 of the Social Security
Amendment Act 1967:

(b) Section 9 of the Social Security Amendment Act 1969. 5

21. Pharmaceutical requirements-The principal Act is
hereby further amended by repealing section 95.

22. Specialist medical services-( 1) Section 97 of the
principal Act (as substituted by section 14 of the Social
Security Amendment Act 1969 and amended by section 5 (1) 10
of the Social Security Amendment Act (No. 2) 1970) is
hereby further amended by repealing subsections (1) and
(2).

( 2) Section 5 of the Social Security Amendment Act (No.
2) 1970 is hereby consequentially repealed. 15

23. Fixing of prices for pharmaceutical requirements-The
principal Act is hereby further amended by repealing section
99, and substituting the following section:

"99.(1) The Minister may from time to time, for the
purposes of pharmaceutical benefits, by direction fix the 20
prices to be paid for pharmaceutical requirements by the
Department to persons who supply such requirements-

"(a) To persons entitled to claim and claiming pharma-
ceutical benefits:

" (b) To persons for the purpose of enabling them to supply 25
pharmaceutical requirements to persons so entitled
and so claiming in the course of rendering a service
which is the subject of any other benefit under this
Part of this Act.

"(2) Any direction under subsection (1) of this section 30
may-

"(a) Fix the prices to be paid by the Department directly,
or by reference to prices outside the control of the
Minister, or in any other manner that the Minister
sees fit, or by a combination of any 2 or more of 35
such methods of calculation:

"(b) Fix the terms and conditions subject to which
pharmaceutical requirements shall be supplied for
the purposes of pharmaceutical benefits, or to which
payment shall be made by the Department: 40
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" (c) In the case of pharmaceutical requirements supplied
to persons for the purpose of enabling them to
supply those requirements to other persons, specify
or describe the persons to whom any such pay-

5 ment shall be made:

" (d) Be a general direction, relating to pharmaceutical re-
quirements supplied to any person claiming
pharmaceutical benefits, or a special direction re-
lating to specified pharmaceutical requirements or

10 a specified class of pharmaceutical requirements
supplied to a specified person or to a specified class
of person:

"(e) Make, in the case of a general direction, different
provision for different pharmaceutical requirements

15 or classes of pharmaceutical requirements, or for
difTerent classes of person supplying pharmaceutical
requirements, or for different classes of person for
whom pharmaceutical requirements are supplied.

"(3) Nothing in this section shall limit or affect the provi-
20 sions of sections 117, 118, 123, or 132 of this Act."

24. Contracts for pharmaceutical requirements-
( 1) Section 100 of the principal Act is hereby amended by
omitting from subsection (1) the words 'this section", and
substituting the words "section 99 of this Act".

25 (2) The said section 100 is hereby further amended by
repealing subsection (2), and substituting the following
subsections:

«(2) For the purposes of section 99 of this Act, the Minis-
ter may, in any general direction under that section, approve

30 persons belonging to a specified class or, in such manner
as he thinks fit, approve specified persons (being in neither
case persons entitled as of right to a contract under subsection
( 1) of this section), as persons who may supply pharmaceuti-
cal requirements or specified classes of pharmaceutical

35 requirements in accordance with terms and conditions fixed
by the Minister.

" (3) Notwithstanding anything in section 122 of this Act-
"(a) Any approval given under subsection (1) or sub-

section (2) of this section shall cease to have effect
40 if-

" (i) In the case of approval given to an indivi-
dual person in respect of a pharmacy or other
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place of business, that person ceases to be the sole
proprietor of that pharmacy or place of business;
or

"(ii) In the case of approval given to a firm
within the meaning of the Partnership Act 1908, 5
the partnership constituting the firm is dissolved:

" (b) The Minister may at any time revoke any approval
given under subsection (2) of this section."

25. Extension of power of use by Crown of patented
invention-The principal Act is hereby further amended by 10
inserting, after section 100, the following section:

"100A.(1) The powers exercisable in relation to a patented
invention under section 55 of the Patents Act 1953 by a Gov-
ernment Department or a person authorised by a Government
Department shall include the power to make, use, exercise, 15
and vend the invention for the production or supply of such
pharmaceutical requirements required for the purposes of
pharmaceutical benefits, or for the provision of such other
benefits under this Part of this Act, as may be specified or
described in writing by the Minister for the purposes of this 20
section after taking into account the terms on which the

pharmaceutical requirements are available in New Zealand

and elsewhere and the manner in which the patentee's rights

are being exercised; and any re ference in the said section 55

or in section 56 or section 57 of the said Act to the services 25
of the Crown shall be construed accordingly.

" (2) Nothing in section 9 of the Health Act 1956 shall
apply in respect of the power conferred on the Minister by
subsection (1) of this section."

26. Specialists in relation to maternity benefits- (1) Section 30
113 of the principal Act is hereby amended by repealing-

(a) Subsection (1) (as substituted by section 17 ( 1) of the
Social Security Amendment Act 1969); and

(b) Subsection (2) (as substituted by section 6 (1) of the
Social Security Amendment Act (No. 2) 1970). 35

( 2) The following enactments are hereby consequentially
repealed:

(a) Subsection (1) of section 17 of the Social Security
Amendment Act 1969:

(b) Section 6 of the Social Security Amendment Act (No. 40
2) 1970.

27. Termination of contracts-(1) Section 122 of the
principal Act is hereby amended by inserting, after subsection
(8), the following subsection:
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" (8A) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, i f a
person whose contract has been terminated in accordance with
this section becomes a shareholder in, or a director, manager,
or other principal officer of, a company which is a party to a

5 contract to which this section applies, the Minister may
terminate the contract of the company."

(2) The said section 122 is hereby further amended by
adding the following subsection:

"(12) In this section-
10 Company' includes any body of persons, whether

corporate or unincorporate:
Shareholder' includes any member of a company."

28. Regulations-Section 123 of the principal Act is hereby
amended by inserting in subsection (1), after paragraph (g),

15 the following paragraph:
" ( ga) Providing for the payment to the Department of

fees by persons to whom the Department has, in
accordance with any regulations for the time being
in force under this Act, afforded facilities, includ-

20 ing the production of documents and records for
inspection; prescribing the amount of such fees
and the circumstances in which they are payable;
and authorising the reduction or remission of such
fees:".

25 29. Consequential amendment to Dental Act 1963-The
Dental Act 1963 is hereby amended by inserting, after section
41, the following section:

«411 Functions as to complaints under Social Security Act
1964- (1) The Dental Council shall inquire into such com-

30 plaints against persons who are dentists, in connection with
matters arising under Part II of the Social Security Act 1964,
as may be referred to it by the Minister, and it may, if it thinks
fit, make recommendations to the Minister regarding any such
complaint, and order the person concerned to pay any costs

35 or expenses of or incidental to the inquiry.
"(2) The provisions of subsections (10) and (11) of section

39, and section 40, of this Act shall apply in respect of any
recommendation made to the ]Minister under subsection (1)
of this section as if the recommendation were an order of

40 censure made on a complaint of professional misconduct and
as if an order to pay costs and expenses made under the said
subsection (1) were made under paragraph (e ) of subsection
( 2) of the said section 39.

29
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"(3) Nothing in subsection (1) of this section shall operate
to prevent any complaint of professional misconduct or of
infamous conduct in a professional respect, being a
complaint of a matter or related to a matter arising under
Part II of the Social Security Act 1964, from being made and 5
dealt with as provided for in this Part of this Act."

PART III

GENERAL PROVISIONS

30. Money payable out of Consolidated Revenue Account-
Section 124 of the principal Act is hereby amended by omit- 10
ting from subsection (4) (as added by section 19 (2) of the
Social Security Amendment Act 1969) the words "clause 1
of".
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SCHEDULES

FIRST SCHEDULE Section 15

NEW SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH SCHEDULES TO
PRINCIPAL ACT

"SIXTEENTH SCHEDULE

Sections 278, 270, and 271*

RATES OF DOMESTIC PURPOSES BENEFITS

1. To a beneficiary under the
age of 18 years without
dependent children

2. To any other beneficiary
without dependent child-
ren

3. To a beneficiary with 1 or
more dependent children

$936 a year, diminished by $1 for
every complete $2 of the total
annual income of the beneficiary in
excess of $676 a year but not in
excess of $1,300 a year, and by $3
for every complete $4 of the total
annual income of the beneficiary in
excess of $1,300 a year.

$1,232.40 a year, diminished by $ 1 for
every complete $2 of the total
annual income of the beneficiary in
excess of $676 a year but not in
excess of $ 1,300 a year, and by $3
for every complete $4 of the total
annual income of the beneficiary in
excess of $1,300 a year.

$1,232.40 a year, increased, in the
discretion of the Commission, by
an amount not exceeding the
appropriate amount specified in the
Fourteenth Schedule to this Act, and
diminished by $1 for every com-
plete $2 of the total annual income
of the beneficiary in excess of $884
a year but not in excess of $1,300
a year, and by $3 for every com-
plete $4 of the total annual income
of the beneficiary in excess of $1,300
a year.
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FIRST SCHEDULE-continued

"SEVENTEENTH SCHEDULE
Sections 270 and 27H

RATES OF DOMESTIC PURPOSES BENEFrrs

1. To (al an unmarried bene- $936 a year, diminished by $1 for
ficiary under the age of every complete $2 of the total
18 years annual income of the beneficiary in

excess of $676 a year but not in
excess of $1,300 a year, and by $3
for every complete $4 of the total
annual income of the beneficiary in
excess of $1,300 a year.

2. To any other

beneficiary

unmarried $1,232,40 a year, diminished by $1 for
every complete $2 of the total
annual income of the beneficiary jn
excess of $676 a year but not in
excess of $1,300 a year, and by $3
for every complete $4 of the total
annual income of the beneficiary in
excess of $1,300 a year."

New
=

3. To a married beneficiary $1,027 a year, diminished by 50c for
whose wife or husband is every complete $2 of the total annual
granted, in her or his own income of the beneficiary and his or
right, a benefit (other her spouse in excess of $676 a year
than a superannuation but not in excess of $1,300 a year,
benefit) under Part I of and by $1.50 for every complete $4
this Act, or an economic of such income in excess of $1,300 a
pension, war veteran's year.
allowance, or war service
pension under the War
Pensions Act 1954

4. To any other married $1,027 a year diminished by $1 for
beneficiary every complete $2 of the total

annual income of the beneficiary
and the spouse of the beneficiary,
including the amount of any super-
annuation benefit under Part I of

this Act granted to the spouse of the
beneficiary, in excess of $1,703 a
year but not in excess of $2,327 a
year, and by $3 for every complete
$4 of such income, including super-
annuation benefit, in excess of
$2,327 a year:

Provided that, if the spouse of the
beneficiary is not in receipt of a
benefit under Part I of this Act, the
rate of the domestic purposes benefit
payable to the beneficiary shall not
be less than the aggregate of the
rates of domestic purposes benefits
that would be payable if the bene-
ficiary and the spouse of the
beneficiary were both entitled to
receive a domestic purposes benefit,
but the rate of benefit payable
hereunder shall not exceed $1,027
a year.

. 9
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SECOND SCHEDULE Section 16 (1)

AMENDMENTS TO PRINCIPAL ACT INCREASING ALLOWABLE INCOME

IN RESPECT OF PERIOD 14 FEBRUARY 1973 To 5 JuNE 1973

Schedule Amended

Second Schedule

Third Schedule

Sixth Schedule

Eighth Schedule

Amendment

By omitting from clause 1 (a) the expression
"$520", and substituting the expression
"$676".

By omitting from clause 1 (b) the expression
"$520", and substituting the expression
"$676".

By omitting from clause 1 (c) the expression
"$520", and substituting the expression
"$676".

By omitting from clause 1 (d) the expression
"$1,430", and substituting the expression
"$1,586".

By omitting from clause 1 the expression
"$520", and substituting the expression
"$676".

By omitting from clause 2 the expression
"$624", and substituting the expression
"$884".

By omitting from clause 1 (a) the expression
"$520", and substituting the expression
"$676".

By omitting from clause 1 (b) the expression
"$520", and substituting the expression
"$676".

By omitting from clause 1 (c) the expression
"$520", and substituting the expression
"$676".

By omitting from clause 1 (d) the expression
"$520", and substituting the expression
"$676".

By omitting from clause 1 (e) the expression
"$1,430", and substituting the expression
"$1,586".

By omitting from clause 1 (a) the expression
"$10", and substituting the expression
"$13".

By omitting from clause 1 (b) the expression
"$10", and substituting the expression
"$13".

By omitting from clause 1 (c) the expression
"$10", and substituting the expression
"$13".

By omitting from clause 1 (d) the expression
"$27.50", and substituting the expression
"$30.50".

33
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Section 17 (1) THIRD SCHEDULE

AMENDMENTS TO PRINCIPAL Acm INCREASING RATES OF BENEms IN

RESPECT oF PERIOD 6 JUNE 1973 To 31 JULY 1973

Schedule Amended

First Schedule

Second Schedule

Third Schedule

Amendment

By omitting the expression "$910", and
substituting the expression "$975".

By omitting the expression "$182", and
substituting the expression "$195".

By omitting from clause 1 (a) the expres-
sion "$1,092" and substituting the
expression "$1,170".

By omitting from clause 1 (a) the expres-
sion "$520", and substituting the expres-
sion "$676"

By omitting from clause 1 (b) the expres-
sion "$910", and substituting the
expression "$975".

By omitting from clause 1 (b) the expres-
sion "$520" and substituting the
expression "$676"

By omitting from clause 1 (c) the expres-
sion "$910" in both places where it
occurs, and substituting in each case the
expression "$975".

By omitting from clause 1 (c) the expression
«$520", and substituting the expression
"$676".

By omitting from clause 1 (d) the expres-
sion "$910", and substituting the
expression "$975".

By omitting from clause 1 (d) the expres-
sion "$1,430", and substituting the
expression '11,651".

By omitting from clause 1 (d) the expres-
sion "$2,210" in both places where it
occurs, and substituting in each case the
expression "$2,275".

By omitting from the proviso to clause 1
( d) the expression "$910", and substi-
tuting the expression "$975".

By omitting from clause 1 the expression
"$1,092", and substituting the expression
"$1,170".

By omitting from clause 1 the expression
"$520", and substituting the expression
"$676".
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THIRD SCHEDULE-continued

AMENDMENTS TO PRINCIPAL ACT INCREASING RATES OF BENEFrrs IN

RESPECT of PERIoD 6 JUNE 1973 To 31 JuLY 1973-continued

Schedule Amended

Third Schedule-
continued

Fourth Schedule

Sixth Schedule

Amendment

By emitting from clause 2 the expression
"$1,092", and substituting the expression
"$1,170"

By omitting from clause 2 the expression
"$624", and substituting the expression
"$884".

By omitting the expression "$520", and
substituting the expression "$572".

By omitting from clause 1 (a) the expression
"$832", and substituting the expression
"$884".

By omitting from clause 1 (a) the expression
"$520", and substituting the expression
"$676':

By omitting from clause 1 (b) the expression
"$1,092", and substituting the expression
"$1,170".

By omitting from clause 1 (b) the expression
"$520", and substituting the expression
"$676".

By omitting from clause 1 (c) the expression
"$910", and substituting the expression
"$975".

By omitting from clause 1 (c) the expression
"$520", and substituting the expression
"$676".

By omitting from clause 1 (d) the expression
"$910" in both places where it occurs,
and substituting in each case the expression
"$975".

By omitting from clause 1 (d) the expression
"$520", and substituting the expression
"$676".

By omitting from clause 1 (e) the expression
"$910", and substituting the expression
"$975".

By omitting from clause 1 (e) the expression
"$1,430", and substituting the expression
"$1,651".

By omitting from clause 1 (e) the expression
"$2,210" in both places where it occurs,
and substituting in each case the expression
"$2,275".
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THIRD SCHEDULE-continued

AMENDMENTS TO PRINCIPAL ACT INCREASING RATES OF BENEFrrS IN

RESPECT OF PERIOD 6 JUNE 1973 To 31 JuLY 1973-continued

Schedule Amended

Sixth Schedule-

continued

Seventh Schedule

Eighth Schedule

Amendment

By omitting from the proviso to clause 1
(e) the expression "$910", and substi-
tuting the expression "$975".

By omitting from clause 2 the expression
"$1,898", and substituting the expression
"$1,963".

By omitting from clause 2 the expression
"$182", and substituting the expression
"$195".

By omitting from clause 1 (a) the expression
"$910" in both places where it occurs,
and substituting in each case the
expression "$975".

By omitting from clause 1 (b) the expression
"$1,092", and substituting the expression
"$1,170".

By omitting from clause 2 the expression
"$1,008.80", and substituting the

expression "$1,086.80".
By omitting from clause 1 (a) the expression

"$16", and substituting the expression
"$17".

By omitting from clause 1 (a) the expression
"$10", and substituting the expression
"$13".

By omitting from clause 1 (b) the expression
"$21", and substituting the expression
"$22.50".

By omitting from clause 1 (b) the expression
"$10", and substituting the expression
"$13".

By omitting from clause 1 (c) the expression
"$17.50" in both places where it occurs,
and substituting in each case the expression
"$18.75".

By omitting from clause 1 (c) the expression
"$10", and substituting the expression
"$13".

By omitting from clause 1 (d) the expression
"$17.50", and substituting the expression
"$18.75".

By omitting from clause 1 (d) the expression
"$27.50", and substituting the expression
"$31.75".
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THIRD SCHEDULE-continued

AMENDMENTS TO PRINCIPAL ACT INCREASING RATES OF BENEFITS IN

RESPECT OF PERIOD 6 JUNE 1973 To 31 JULY 1973-continued

Schedule Amended

Eighth Schedule-
continued

Ninth Schedule

Fourteenth Schedule

Amendment

By omitting from clause 1 (d) the expression
"$42.50" in both places where it occurs,
and substituting in each case the expression
"$43.75".

By omitting from the proviso to clause 1 (d)
the expression "$17.50", and substituting
the expression "$18.75".

By omitting from clause 2 the expression
"$14", and substituting the expression
"$15".

By omitting from clause 1 (a) the expression
"$16", and substituting the expression
"$17".

By omitting from clause 1 (b) the expression
"$21", and substituting the expression
"$22.50".

By omitting from clause 1 (c) the expression
"$17.50" in both places where it occurs,
and substituting in each case the expression
"$18.75".

By omitting from clause 1 (d) the expression
"$17.50", and substituting the expression
"$18.75".

By omitting from clause 2 the expression
"$14", and substituting the expression
"$15".

By omitting from clause 1 (a) (i) the
expression "$572", and substituting the
expression "$624".

By omitting from clause 2 (a) (i) the
expression "$11", and substituting the
expression "$12".
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Section 18 (1)

Social Security Amendment

FOURTH SCHEDULE

NEW FIRST TO TENTH, TWELFTH, FOURTEENTH, AND FIFTEENTIi
SCHEDULES TO PRINCIPAL ACT

(E#ective on and after 1 August 1973)

"FIRST SCHEDULE

RATES OF SUPERANNUATION BENEFITS

1. To any unmarried benefi- $1,232.40 a year.
ciary

2. To any married beneficiary $1,027 a year.

Section 15

"SECOND SCHEDULE Sections 18, 19, 20

RATES OF AGE BENEFITS

1. (a) To any unmarried bene- $1,232.40 a year, diminished by $1 for
ficiary every complete $2 of the total annual

income of the beneficiary in excess
of $676 a year but not in excess of
$1,300 a year, and by $3 for every
complete $4 of his or her total
annual income in excess of $1,300 a
year.

(b) To a married beneficiary $1,027 a year, diminished by 50c for
whose wife or hus- every complete $2 of the total annual
band is granted, in income of the beneficiary and his or
her or his own right, her spouse in excess of $676 a year
a benefit (other than but not in excess of $1,300 a year,
a superannuation and by $1.50 for every complete $4
benefit) under Part I of such income in excess of $1,300 a
of this Act, or an year.

economic pension,
war veteran's allow-

ance, or war service
pension under the
War Pensions Act
1954

(c) To a married male $1,027 a year, increased by $1,027 a
beneficiary whose year in respect of his wife, the total
wife is not granted, to be diminished by $1 for every
in her own right, a complete $2 of the total annual in-
benefit under Part I come of the beneficiary and his wife
of this Act, or an in excess of $676 a year but not in
economic pension, excess of $1,300 a year, and by $3
war veteran's allow- for every complete $4 of such income
ance, or war service in excess of $1,300 a year.
pension under the
War Pensions Act
1954
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FOURTH SCHEDULE-continued

"SECOND SCHEDULE-continued

(d) To any other married $1,027 a year, diminished by $1 for
beneficiary every complete $2 of the total

annual income of the beneficiary
and the spouse of the beneficiary,
including the amount of any super-
annuation benefit under Part I of
this Act granted to the spouse of the
beneficiary, in excess of $1,703 a
year but not in excess of $2,327 a
year, and by $3 for every complete
$4 of such income, including super-
annuation benefit, in excess of
$2,327 a year:

Provided that, if the spouse of
the beneficiary is not in receipt of a
superannuation benefit under Part I
of this Act, the rate of the age
benefit payable to the beneficiary
shall not be less than the aggregate
of the rates of age benefits that would
be payable if the beneficiary and
the spouse of the beneficiary were
both entitled to receive an age
benefit, but the rate of benefit pay-
able hereunder shall not exceed

$1,027 a year:

Provided that, if the beneficiary has the care of a dependent child
or children, the rate of benefit specified in this Schedule may, in
the discretion of the Commission, be increased by an amount not
exceeding the appropriate amount specified in the Fourteenth Schedule
to this Act:

Provided also that in computing, for the purposes of this clause,
the income of any totally blind person the Commission shall take no
account of the personal earnings of that person:

Provided further that, in any case where a beneficiary is totally
blind, the rate of the age benefit, together with any benefits and
allowances payable to or in respect of the wife or husband of the
beneficiary, shall not be less than the aggregate rate of the benefits and
allowances that would have been payable to or in respect of the
beneficiary and his or her spouse if the beneficiary had been eligible
for an invalid's benefit.

2. Additional age benefit for $52 a year.
South African war vet-
erans, in every case

'-'
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FOURTH SCHEDULE-continued

Sections 21, 24 "THIRD SCHEDULE

RATES oF Wmows' BENEFITS

1.To a beneficiary without
dependent children

2. To a beneficiary with 1
or nnore dependent
children

Section 29

In every case

$1,232.40 a year, diminished by $ 1 for
every complete $2 of the total
annual income of the beneficiary in
excess of $676 a year but not in
excess of $1,300 a year, and by $3
for every complete $4 of her total
annual income in excess of $1,300 a
year.

$1,232.40 a year, increased, in the dis-
cretion of the Commission, by
an amount not exceeding the
appropriate amount specified in the
Fourteenth Schedule to this Act, and
diminished by $1 for every complete
$2 of the total annual income of
the beneficiary in excess of $884 a
year but not in excess of $1,300 a
year, and by $3 for every complete
$4 of her total annual income in
excess of $1,300 a year.

"FOURTH SCHEDULE

MAXIMUM RATES OF ORPHANS' BENEFrrS

.,..., $598 a year, diminished by $3 for
every complete $4 of the total
annual income of the orphan in
excess of $260 a year.

Section 34 "FIFTH SCHEDULE

RATES OF FAMILY BENEFITS

In respect of each child $3 a week.

Sections 42, 43 "SIXTH SCHEDULE

RATES oF INVALIDS' BENEFITS

1. (a) To an unmarried bene- $936 a year, diminished by $1 for
ficiary under the age every complete $2 of the total
of 18 years annual income of the beneficiary in

excess of $676 a year but not in
excess of $1,300 a year, and by $3
for every complete $4 of the total
annual income of the beneficiary in
excess of $1,300 a year.
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FOURTH SCHEDULE-continued

"SIXTH SCHEDULE-continued

(b) To any other unmar-
ried beneficiary

(c) To a rnarried benefi·
ciary whose wife or
husband is granted,
in her or his own

right, a benefit

(other than a super-
annuation benefit)
under Part I of this

Act, or an economic
pension, war vet-
eran's allowance, or
war service pension
under the War Pen-

sions Act 1954

(d) To a married male
beneficiary whose

wife is not granted, in
her own right, a
benefit under Part I

of this Act, or an
economic pension,
war veteran's allow-

ance, or war service
pension under the
War Pensions Act
1954

(e) To any other married
beneficiary

$1,232.40 a year, diminished by $1 for
every complete $2 of the total
annual income of the beneficiary in
excess of $676 a year but not in
excess of $1,300 a year, and by $3
for every complete $4 of the total
annual income of the beneficiary in
excess of $1,300 a year.

$1,027 a year, diminished by 50c for
every complete $2 of the total
annual income of the beneficiary
and his or her spouse in excess of
$676 a year but not in excess of
$1,300 a year, and by $1.50 for
every complete $4 of such income in
excess of $1,300 a year.

$1,027 a year, increased by $1,027 a
year in respect of his wife, the total
rate to be diminished by $ 1 for every
complete $2 of the total annual
income of the beneficiary and his
wife in excess of $676 a year but
not in excess of $ 1,300 a year, and
by $3 for every complete $4 of such
income in excess of $ 1,300 a year.

$1,027 a year, diminished by $1 for
every complete $2 of the total
annual income of the beneficiary
and the spouse of the beneficiary,
including the amount of any super-
annuation benefit under Part I of

this Act granted to the spouse of
the beneficiary, in excess of $1,703
a year but not in excess of $2,327 a
year, and by $3 for every complete
$4 of such income, including super-
annuation benefit, in excess of
$2,327 a year:

41
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FOURTH SCHEDULE-continued

"SIXTH SCHEDULE-continued

(e) To any other married
beneficiary - con-
tinued

Provided that, if the spouse of the
beneficiary is not in receipt of a
superannuation benefit under Part I
of this Act, the rate of the invalid's
benefit payable to the beneficiary
shall not be less than the aggregate
of the rates of invalid's benefits that

would be payable if the beneficiary
and the spouse of the beneficiary
were both entitled to receive an

invalid's benefit, but the rate of
benefit payable hereunder shall not
exceed $1,027 a year:

Provided that, if the beneficiary has the care of a dependent child
or children, the rate of benefit specified in this Schedule may, in the
discretion of the Commission, be increased by an amount not exceeding
the appropriate amount specified in the Fourteenth Schedule to this Act:

Provided also that, in computing for the purposes of this clause
the income of any totally blind person, the Commission shall take no
account of the personal earnings of that person:

Provided further that the rates specified in paragraphs (a) and (b)
of this clause shall be reduced by the amount of any family benefit
payable under Part I of this Act in respect of the beneficiary.

2. Maximum amount from all $2,015 a year, increased by $205.40 a
sources where subsidy paid year if the beneficiary is an un-
on earnings of blind married person.
invalid, in every case

Sections 49, 53 "SEVENTH SCHEDULE

RATES oF MINERS' BENEFITS AND MINERS' WWOWS'

1.(a) To a married miner ......

(b) In any other case
2. To a miner's widow

BENEFrr

$1,027 a year, increased by $1,027 a
year in respect of his wife.

$ 1,232.40 a year.
$ 1,149.20 a year.

Section 55 "EIGHTH SCHEDULE

RATES OF SICKNESS BENEFITS

1. (a) To an unmarried bene- $18 a week, diminished by 10c for
ficiary under the age every complete 20c of the total
of 18 years without weekly income of the beneficiary jn
dependants excess of $13 a week but not in

excess of $25 a week, and by 15c
for every complete 20c of the total
weekly income of the beneficiary in
excess of $25 a week.
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FOURTH SCHEDULE--continued

"EIGHTH SCHEDULE--continued

43

(b) To any other unmarried $23.70 a week, diminished by 10c for
beneficiary every complete 20c of the total

weekly income of the beneficiary in
excess of $13 a week but not in
excess of $25 a week, and by 15c
for every complete 20c of the total
weekly income of the beneficiary in
excess of $25 a week.

(c) To a married male $19.75 a week, increased by $19.75 a
beneficiary week in respect of his wife, the total

rate to be diminished by 10c for
every complete 20c of the total
weekly income of the beneficiary
and his wife in excess of $13 a week
but not in excess of $25 a week, and
by 15c for every complete 20c of
such income in excess of $25 a week.

(d) To a married female $19.75 a week, diminished by 10c for
beneficiary every complete 20c of the total

weekly income of the beneficiary and
her husband (including the amount
of any benefit under Part I of this
Act received by the husband) in
excess of $32.75 a week but not in
excess of $44.75 a week, and by 15c
for every complete 20c of such in-
come in excess of $44.75 a week:

Provided that. if the husband of

the beneficiary is not in receipt of
a benefit under Part I of this Act,
the rate of sickness benefit payable
to the beneficiary shall not be less
than the rate of sickness benefit that

would be payable to a married male
beneficiary under paragraph (c) of
this clause. but the rate of benefit

payable hereunder shall not exceed
$19.75 a week:

Provided that, if the beneficiary has the care of a dependent child
or children, the rate of benefit specified in this Schedule may, in the
discretion of the Commission, be increased by an amount not exceeding
the appropriate amount specified in the Fourteenth Schedule to this Act.

2. Maximum increase in re- $15.80 a week.
spect of a housekeeper
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FOURTH SCHEDULE-continued

Section 59 "NINTH SCHEDULE

MAXIMUM RATES OF UNEM PLC)YMENT BENEFITS

1. (a) To an unmarried bene- $18 a week.
ficiary under the age
of 20 years without
dependants

(b) To any other unmarried $23.70 a week.
beneficiary

(c) To a married male bene- $19.75 a week, increased by $19.75 a
ficiary week in respect of his wife.

(d) To a married female $19.75 a week:
beneficiary

Provided that, if the beneficiary has the care of a dependent child
or children, the rate of benefit specified in this Schedule may, in the
discretion of the Commission, be increased by an amount not exceeding
the appropriate amount specified in the Fourteenth Schedule to this Act:

Provided also that the rates specified in paragraphs (a) and (b) of
this clause shall be reduced by the amount of any family benefit
payable under Part I of this Act in respect of the beneficiary.

2. Maximum increase in respect $15.80 a week.
of a housekeeper

Section 66 "TENTH SCHEDULE

SPECIAL INCOME EXEMPTION IN RESPECT OF SICK BENEFrrS FROM

FRIENDLY OR LIKE SOCIETY (AGE, INVALIDS', WIt}OWS', DOMESTIC
PURPOSES, AND SICKNESS BENEFITS ONLY)

Maximum rate ...... ...... $2 a week in the case of a sickness
benefit, and $104 a year in any
other case.

Section 69 "TWELFTH SCHEDULE

MAXIMUM INCREASE IN RATE OF BENEFrr PAYABLE TO PARENT OF
DECEASED MEMBER OF F0RCES OR MERCANTILE MARINE

Maximum rate   ..... $1 a week.
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FOURTH SCHEDULE-continued

"FOURTEENTH SCHEDULE

ADDITIONAL AMOUNTS FOR DEPENDENT CH[LDREN

1. To any person receiving an
emergency benefit payable
otherwise than by weekly
instalments, or an age,
widow's, domestic pur-
poses, or invalid's bene-
fit-

(a) At the rate payable
to an unmarried bene-

ficiary-
(i) On account of first

or only depend-
ent child

(ii) On account of

second depend-
ent child

(iii) On account of

each additional

dependent child
after the second

(b) At the rate payable
to a married beneficiary-

(i) On account of first
or only depend-
ent child

(ii) On account of each
additional de-

pendent child

after the first

2. To any person receiving an
emergency benefit payable
by weekly instalments, or
a sickness or unemploy-
ment benefit-

(a) At the rate payable
to an unmarried bene-
ficiary-

(i) On account of first
or only depend-
ent child

(ii) On account of sec-
ond dependent
child

(iii) On account of each
additional de-

pendent child
after the second

$665.60 a year.

$156 a year.

$65 a year.

$156 a year.

$65 a year.

$12.80 a week.

$3 a week

$1.25 a week.

45
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FOURTH SCHEDULE-continued

"FOURTEENTH SCHEDULE-continued

(b) At the rate payable
to a married beneficiary-

( i) On account of first
or only depend-
ent child

( ii) On account of each
additional de-

pendent child

after the first

$3 a week.

$1.25 a week.

Section 124 (4) "FIFTEENTH SCHEDULE

MAXIMUM RATES oF REHABILrrATION ALLOWANCES

1. To any unmarried disabled $6 a week.
person under the age of
20 years, without depend-
ants

2. To any other disabled $8 a week."
person
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